Deterministic kinetic solvers for charged particle transport in semiconductor devices
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Summary. We review the main advances and developments in deterministic numerical methods for kinetic models in semiconductors. We describe the Boltzmann Transport Equation, as used in semiconductors community, with most of the standard inter- and intra-valley scattering operators for different materials. We discuss and compare several deterministic numerical methods proposed for its simulation. We also show how WENO methods perform in realistic 2D devices as double-gate MOSFETS. We compare their results to Multi-group-WENO methods in bulk material.
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1 Introduction

Statistical models [F91, L00, MRS90, To93] are used to describe the electron transport in semiconductors at a mesoscopic level. The basic model is given by the Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE) for semiconductors in the semiclassical approximation:

$$\frac{\partial f}{\partial t} + \frac{1}{h} \nabla_{\mathbf{k}} \mathbf{E} \cdot \nabla_{\mathbf{k}} f - \frac{\mathbf{E}}{h} \cdot \nabla_{\mathbf{k}} f = Q(f),$$

(1)
where $f$ represents the electron probability density function (pdf) in phase space $\mathbf{k}$ at the physical location $\mathbf{x}$ and time $t$. $\hbar$ and $c$ are physical constants; the Planck constant divided by $2\pi$ and the positive electric charge, respectively. The energy-band function $\varepsilon$ is given by the Kane non-parabolic band model, which is a non-negative continuous function of the form

$$
\varepsilon(\mathbf{k}) = \frac{1}{1 + \sqrt{1 + 2\frac{\alpha}{m^*} \hbar^2 |\mathbf{k}|^2}},
$$

where $m^*$ is the effective mass and $\alpha$ is the non-parabolicity factor. In this way we observe that setting $\alpha = 0$ in equation (2) the model is reduced to the widely used parabolic approximation.

The electric field $\mathbf{E}$ is self consistently computed by the Poisson equation:

$$
\nabla_x \left[ \varepsilon_\varepsilon(\mathbf{x}) \nabla_x V \right] = \frac{\varepsilon}{\varepsilon_0} [\rho(t, \mathbf{x}) - N_D(\mathbf{x})],
$$

$$
\mathbf{E} = -\nabla_x V,
$$

since we take into account the electrostatics produced by the electrons and the dopants in the semiconductor. We represent the dielectric constant in a vacuum by $\varepsilon_0$ and $\varepsilon(\mathbf{x})$ labels the relative dielectric function depending on the material, $\rho(t, \mathbf{x}) = \int_{\mathbb{R}^3} f(t, \mathbf{x}, \mathbf{k}) \, d\mathbf{k}$ is the electron density, $N_D(\mathbf{x})$ is the doping and $V$ is the electric potential. Equations (1), (3)-(4) give the Boltzmann-Poisson system for electron transport in semiconductors.

The right-hand side of Equation (1) models the interaction of electrons with lattice vibrations of the crystal and can be written as

$$
Q(f)(t, \mathbf{x}, \mathbf{k}) = \int_{\mathbb{R}^3} [S(\mathbf{k}', \mathbf{k}) f(t, \mathbf{x}, \mathbf{k}') - S(\mathbf{k}, \mathbf{k}') f(t, \mathbf{x}, \mathbf{k})] \, d\mathbf{k}',
$$

where $S(\mathbf{k}, \mathbf{k}')$ is the transition probability from state $\mathbf{k}$ to $\mathbf{k}'$ per unit of time for each scattering mechanism. Therefore, the collision term $Q(f)$ depends on the device semiconductor material. For Si-based technology, the scattering phenomena taken into account are: acoustic phonon and optical non-polar phonon, while for a GaAs device the scattering mechanisms are impurities, acoustic phonon, non-polar optical phonon and polar optical phonon. Here, we will just give the expression of some of them relevant to discussions below. For instance, the transition probability for randomly placed impurities reads

$$
S^{(imp)}(\mathbf{k}, \mathbf{k}') = \frac{K_{imp}}{(|\mathbf{k} - \mathbf{k}'|^2 + \beta^2)^2} \delta(\varepsilon' - \varepsilon),
$$

with

$$
K_{imp} = \frac{N_I Z^2 e^4}{4\pi^2 \hbar c^2 \varepsilon_r^2}, \quad \beta = \sqrt{\frac{e^2 N_I}{\varepsilon_r \varepsilon_0 k_B T L}},
$$
where $\beta$ is the inverse of the Debye length, $N_f$ and $Z \epsilon$ are the impurities concentration and its charge, respectively, $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant and $T_L$ is the lattice temperature. We refer to Table 1 for a complete list of the physical parameters.

The scattering with crystal vibrations in the acoustic mode is taken into account in the elastic approximation and is given by

$$S^{(ac)}(k, k') = K_{ac} \delta(\varepsilon' - \varepsilon),$$

with

$$K_{ac} = \frac{k_B T_L x_d^2}{4 \pi^2 \hbar \rho_s v_s^2}.$$ 

Polar optical phonon scattering has a transition probability

$$S^{(p)}(k, k') = K_p \frac{G(k, k')}{|k - k'|^2} \left[ n_p \delta(\varepsilon' - \varepsilon - \hbar \omega_p) + (1 + n_p) \delta(\varepsilon' - \varepsilon + \hbar \omega_p) \right],$$

with

$$K_p = \frac{\hbar \omega_p x^2}{8 \pi^2 \hbar \epsilon_v} \left( \frac{1}{\epsilon_\infty} - \frac{1}{\epsilon_r} \right), \quad n_p = \frac{1}{\exp(\hbar \omega_p / (k_B T_L)) - 1}.$$ 

$\hbar \omega_p$ the polar optical phonon energy, $n_p$ its occupation number and the overlapping factor

$$G(k, k') = [a a' + c c' \cos(k, k')]^2,$$

with

$$a = \sqrt{\frac{1 + \alpha \varepsilon}{1 + 2 \alpha \varepsilon}}, \quad a' = \sqrt{\frac{1 + \alpha \varepsilon'}{1 + 2 \alpha \varepsilon'}},$$

$$c = \sqrt{\frac{\alpha \varepsilon}{1 + 2 \alpha \varepsilon}}, \quad c' = \sqrt{\frac{\alpha \varepsilon'}{1 + 2 \alpha \varepsilon'}}.$$ 

Before describe the last scattering, non-polar optical phonon, we recall the band structure of the GaAs material. On the lowest energy conduction band, the most important information comes from the absolute and local minima since they typically concentrate most of the electrons. These minima are called valleys and we will consider them as different populations in our model. In GaAs the most interesting part of the valley structure is given by an absolute minimum at the center of the Brillouin zone called the $\Gamma$-valley and four local minima through the crystal orientation called the $L$-valleys which are considered equivalent [To93]. In this way, the transport of electrons in each valley is studied by a linear Boltzmann Equation (1). Therefore, for a GaAs device the Boltzmann-Poisson system (1), (3)-(4) is augmented since we need to use two Boltzmann equations, one for each valley. Poisson equation couples both kinetic equations since the total density of electrons consists in an suitable average of the density of electrons in each valley. Moreover, electrons can jump
to different valleys, this fact is reflected in the collision term $Q$ by means of the inter-valley scattering mechanism. Non-polar optical phonon scattering is considered in the inelastic approximation and both intra- and inter-valley and thus, we consider emission and absorption of phonons of energy $\hbar \omega_{np}$ ($A$, $B$ denote different, or equal, valleys):

$$S^{(np)}(k_A, k_B) = K_{np} \left[ n_{np} \delta(\varepsilon_B - \varepsilon_A - \hbar \omega^+_{np}) + (1 + n_{np}) \delta(\varepsilon_B - \varepsilon_A + \hbar \omega^-_{np}) \right],$$

with

$$K_{np} = \frac{(D_1 \mathcal{K})^2}{8 \pi^2 \rho_0 \omega_{np}}, \quad n_{np} = \frac{1}{\exp(\hbar \omega_{np} / (k_B T_L)) - 1}$$

$$\hbar \omega^+_{np} = \hbar \omega_{np} + \Delta_{AB}, \quad \hbar \omega^-_{np} = \hbar \omega_{np} - \Delta_{AB}.$$  

The occupation number $n_{np}$ is given by the equilibrium Bose-Einstein distribution. GaAs solid-state properties imply that non-polar optical phonon scattering contributes to the inter-valley scattering but only to the intra-valley scattering for the $L$-valley. $\Delta_{AB} = \varepsilon_{0A} - \varepsilon_{0B}$ is the energy gap between the minima of the two valleys.

In order to develop a competitive numerical scheme the equations are simplified by changing variables to suitable energy-type variables in which the scattering operators become either simple evaluations or linear integral operators with singular kernels. This change of variables was introduced first in [FO93] in the parabolic band approximation and in [MP01] for general dispersion relations for the energy formula (2). This change of variables and a suitable adimensionalization were performed for Si and GaAs devices [CGMS03-2, CCM06].

The main numerical tools to simulate the Boltzmann-Poisson system for semiconductor devices have practically been based on Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method. Since the dimension of the Boltzmann-Poisson system is 7, numerical simulations are heavily costly. To overcome this problem several approximated systems and corresponding deterministic numerical methods have been proposed in literature: spherical harmonics approximation, hydrodynamic models, diffusion limits leading to drift-diffusion equations, Child-Langmuir asymptotics, ... The literature of the different approximation systems is considerably large, therefore we just refer to [AH02, AMR03, BDMS01, CC95, D04, JS94, MRSh90, Sel84] and the literature therein, not pretending at all to be exhaustive.

The earliest work in the direct deterministic simulation of Boltzmann-Poisson systems started with particle methods in [DDM90]. We should also mention the works of C. Ringhofer, see [R00, R03] and the references therein, where he has proposed a general approach by means of series expansion in momentum vector to solve the stationary and time dependent BTE. This strategy leads to a hyperbolic system for the coefficients of the expansion that depend both on time and position. Moreover, the proposed scheme can
deal with regimes close to drift-diffusion equations in a natural way. Recent developments have been done in [JPMRB06].

Starting in [CGJS04, CGS00], direct finite difference methods based on high-order WENO (weighted essentially non-oscillatory) approximations were used to compute the advection part of the transport equation for the 1-D relaxation-time kinetic system for semiconductors. In [CGS00] the considered model distinguishes the materials only with some representative parameters: mobility, mass and relaxation time. The collision operator (relaxation) does not take into account the different scattering mechanisms concerning the material of the device. However, the simplicity of this operator allows to validate the use of a WENO-scheme to simulate the spatial and velocity derivatives of the equation. Later, using the cited above change of variables [MP01] the real collision operators were analyzed, considering all possible scattering mechanisms in Si [CGMS02, CGMS03-2] and GaAs [CCM06], and thus even extended to 2D spatial semiconductors [CGMS03-3, CGMS06].

Recently, these developments have been coupled to alternative ideas producing other deterministic solvers which are applied to different semiconductor materials. A brief introduction to these schemes is given in Section 5. Here, we wish to cite the recent and relevant papers of a research group in Graz. In [AS05, AS05-2, DSO4, DGS05, ES05, GS05, GM06, GS06] the numerical technique is used to solve the Boltzmann-Poisson system in 1D or 2D cases for semiconductor devices based on Si, or GaAs or AlGaN/GaN material. Moreover, they also consider [ASK04, GS04, GSB05] a model consisting of a couple of kinetic equations: one for the free electron and the other for the phonons, which are no longer constant. This model must be considered when hot phonon phenomena occur. The book by M. Galler [Ga05] furnishes both an introduction to semiconductor physics and a complete description of these numerical schemes; many examples of applications are also given.

We discuss in Section 2 the 1D case analyzing the results from the relaxation case to the full collision operator for GaAs devices. In Section 3, previous results are extended to dimension 2 where new difficulties arise to implement the boundary conditions. We conclude this section with simulations, as an example, for a double gate MOSFETs. Section 4 is devoted to summarize the works developed using alternative ideas in energy and angles variables by multi-group techniques borrowed from neutron transport numerical schemes. In Section 5, we will briefly state the goals achieved in this research and we will comment possible new directions in this field.

2 1D deterministic device simulations

WENO-schemes [JS96, Sh98] were used in [CGJS00, CGS00] to simulate the 1-D relaxation-time kinetic system for semiconductors. WENO approximations of the spatial and velocity derivatives were used coupled to explicit Runge-Kutta method for time evolution due to the stability of the WENO
approximation of the derivatives. This system is a first approximation of the Boltzmann-Poisson system for semiconductors; the right hand side of the equation is approximated by \( \frac{1}{\tau} (M_{TL}(v) \rho(f) - f) \), where the relaxation time \( \tau \) is assumed constant and related to standard values of the mobility \( \mu \) by \( \mu = \frac{e}{m^* \tau} \) and \( M_{TL} \) is the Maxwellian associated with this temperature

\[
M_{TL}(v) = \left( \frac{2\pi k_B T_L}{m^*} \right)^{-1/2} \exp \left( -\frac{m^* v^2}{2 k_B T_L} \right).
\]

Therefore, we observe that the particularities of the material are reflected only in the parameters \( \tau \) and \( m^* \). In [CGS00] the authors analyzed and compared their results with several classical approximations to the Boltzmann-Poisson system (hydrodynamics, drift-diffusion systems). The results were validated, also, with Monte Carlo (DSMC) results for silicon diodes in [ACGS01, CGMS03-1] and a numerical validation for the Child-Langmuir limit for semiconductors for Si and GaAs devices was shown in [CC02].

Later, in [CGMS03-2] all the scattering mechanisms considered in a Si device were taken into account. The complexity of the collision operator was overcome by considering the change of variables to suitable energy-type dimensionless variables. We write here the Boltzmann-Poisson system after the change of variables and the dimensionless process for the GaAs case [CC06]. Since in this case two valleys have to be taken into account, we use the subindex \( A \) to call the different valleys: \( \Gamma \) and \( L \), (for Si we can remove this index) and denote by \( ^* \) the dimensionless variables and parameters. Equation (1) is written as:

\[
\frac{\partial \Phi_A}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( a_1^A \Phi_A \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial w_A} \left( a_2^A \Phi_A \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial \mu_A} \left( a_3^A \Phi_A \right) = \tilde{Q}(\Phi_A), \quad \Gamma, L \quad (6)
\]

where \( \Phi_A \) is the new unknown function depending on dimensionless time \( t \geq 0 \), dimensionless spatial variable \( z \), dimensionless energy \( w_A \) and cosine of the angle with respect to field direction \( \mu_A \). The flux coefficients are:

\[
a_1^A = a_1^A(w_A, \mu_A) = c_{1,A} \frac{\mu_A \sqrt{2 w_A(1 + \alpha_A w_A)}}{1 + \alpha_A w_A},
\]

\[
a_2^A = a_2^A(w_A, \mu_A) = -c_{2,A} \sqrt{2 w_A(1 + \alpha_A w_A)} \frac{\mu_A}{1 + \alpha_A w_A},
\]

\[
a_3^A = a_3^A(w_A, \mu_A) = -c_{2,A} \frac{1 - \mu_A^2}{\sqrt{2 w_A(1 + \alpha_A w_A)}},
\]

where

\[
c_{1,A} = \frac{t^*}{\tau^*} \sqrt{\frac{k_B T_L}{m_A^*}} \quad \text{and} \quad c_{2,A} = \sqrt{\frac{m^*}{m_A^*}},
\]

\[
(8)
\]
where $t_*$, $l_*$ and $m_*^*$ are the characteristic time, length and mass respectively. The Poisson equation (3) is written as:

\begin{equation}
\Delta_z \tilde{V}(t, z) = c_p \left( c_I \int_0^\infty \int_{-1}^1 \Phi_I(t, z, w_I, \mu_I) \, d\mu_I \, dw_I 
\right.
\left. + c_L \int_0^\infty \int_{-1}^1 \Phi_L(t, z, w_L, \mu_L) \, d\mu_L \, dw_L - \tilde{N}_D(z) \right).
\end{equation}

with $c_p$, $c_I$ and $c_L$ defined as

\begin{equation}
c_p = \frac{e^2}{v_* I_* m_*^* k_B T_L}, \quad c_I = 2 \pi Z_{IL} \left( \frac{m_i}{m_*^*} \right)^{3/2}, \quad c_L = 2 \pi Z_{IL} \left( \frac{m_i}{m_*^*} \right)^{3/2},
\end{equation}

where $Z_{IL}$ and $Z_{LI}$ are the degeneration numbers from $I$-valley to $L$-valley and vice versa. Returning to (6), we show the dimensionless collision term $\tilde{Q}$:

\begin{equation}
\tilde{Q}(\Phi_A) = s_A(w_A) \int_{-1}^1 \left\{ 2 \pi c_{3,A} \Phi_A(w_A, \mu_A) + c_{4,A} I_{4,A}(w_A, \mu_A) \Phi_A(w_A, \mu_A) 
\right.
\left. + c_{5,A} \left[ I_{5,A}^{+}(w_A, w_A - \alpha_p, \mu_A, \mu_A') \Phi_A^{+}(w_A - \alpha_p, \mu_A') 
\right. 
\left. + \alpha_p I_{5,A}^{-}(w_A, w_A + \alpha_p, \mu_A, \mu_A') \Phi_A(w_A + \alpha_p, \mu_A') \right] 
\right\} \, d\mu_A' 
\left. - \left\{ 4 \pi c_{3,A} s_A(w_A) + 4 \pi c_{4,A} \frac{s_A(w_A)}{\beta_A^2 (4 q_A(w_A) + \beta_A^{-2})} 
\right. 
\left. + c_{5,A} \left[ N_{5,A}(w_A, w_A + \alpha_p) s_A(w_A + \alpha_p) 
\right. 
\left. + \alpha_p N_{5,A}^{+}(w_A, w_A - \alpha_p) s_A^{+}(w_A - \alpha_p) \right] 
\right\} \Phi_A(w_A, \mu_A) 
\left. + Z_{AB} s_A(w_A) c_{7,B} 2\pi \int_{-1}^1 \left[ \Phi_B^{+}(w_A - \alpha_n, \mu_B) 
\right. 
\left. + \alpha_n \Phi_B^{-}(w_A + \alpha_n, \mu_B - \Delta_{BA}, \mu_B) \right] \, d\mu_B 
\right. 
\left. - Z_{AB} c_{7,B} 4\pi \left[ s_B^{+}(w_A + \alpha_n, \mu_B) + \Delta_{AB} \right] \Phi_A(w_A, \mu_A) 
\right. 
\left. + \alpha_n s_B^{+}(w_A - \alpha_n, \mu_B + \Delta_{AB}) \right\}
\end{equation}

where $s_A(w_A)$ is the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation up to constants (the notation $+$ means the positive part of the function), $I_{4,A}$, $I_{5,A}$,
$N_{\delta, A}$ are functions which depend on the integral parts of the collision operator, $q_{A}(w) = 2w_{A}(1 + \delta_{A}w_{A})$, and $c_{3, A}, c_{4, A}, c_{5, A}, c_{6, A}$ and $c_{7, A}$ are constants related to the different scatterings. The complexity of this term resides in the new, compared to Si, scattering mechanisms: impurity, optical polar phonon and optical non-polar phonon for intervalleys. For a Silicon device the collision operator is approximated by simple evaluations in mesh points. In GaAs the collision operator is more complicated since it involves the functions $I_{4}$ and $I_{5}$, coming from impurities and optical phonon scattering respectively, which present integrable singularities. This complexity of the collision operator produces a new numerical difficulty which is solved in [CCM06] by a suitable numerical approximation of the gain term.

The numerical scheme used is a conservative finite difference WENO scheme of fifth order in the transport variables and the evolution on time is done by a third order TVD Runge-Kutta method. For details we refer to [CGMS03-2] where the numerical scheme is explained. Boundary conditions are basically zero flux on the boundaries in energy and angle and inflow maxwellian boundary conditions in space, see Section 3 for boundary conditions for 2D case. The Poisson equation is discretized and numerically solved by a standard central finite difference scheme. Stability in time for the resulting scheme is ensured by computing time steps verifying a CFL condition. The CFL condition may become severe whenever high field regions appear in the device, investigations to avoid this problem are under way.

The main difference, from the numerical point of view, between Si and GaAs is the complexity of the last one, since two valleys have to be considered. This fact produces numerical difficulties for the preservation of total charge due to the inter-valley scattering mechanisms in the homogeneous case and the singular character of the kernels of the impurities and polar optical phonon scattering. The presence of two Boltzmann equations for the GaAs case produces a larger computational cost that can be overcome by a parallelized implementation [MCM05], in which the authors compute for the first time I-V curves for 2D devices by deterministic schemes.

In [CGMS03-2] the numerical scheme is tested for two $n^{+} - n - n^{+}$ diodes of total length of 1 $\mu$m and 0.25 $\mu$m, with 400 nm and 50 nm channels located in the middle of the device, respectively. Deterministic results are compared with DSMC and with other classical approximations of the Boltzmann-Poisson system: drift-diffusion, hydrodynamic and kinetic relaxation models discussing how good the approximation of the real collision operator by a relaxation model [CGS00] is. Different phonon frequencies are taken into account in [MMM04] performing comparisons to DSMC commercial solvers.

In [CCM06] the WENO-solver proposed is validated by computing the electron valley occupancy, velocity and energy of the homogeneous case, bulk material, and by comparing with the DSMC results. They show the well-known experimental phenomena of the material [To93]. It was the first step in order to analyze the transport of electrons in $n^{+} - n_{i} - n^{+}$ diodes and Gunn-oscillators [CJSW98, MR05]. Here, $n_{i}$ is the intrinsic concentration of
the material and the GaAs diode had a channel length of 0.25 μm for a total length of 0.55 μm.

As a summary of both works [CGMS03-2, CCM06], we can point out that the main contribution has been the derivation of a fully deterministic solver for the BTE for semiconductors including all the relevant scattering mechanisms of the considered material. This solver allows us to compute the noise-free evolution on time of the distribution function at every point of the device and consequently all the moments of the distribution function, i.e., hydrodynamical quantities and the stabilization in time towards the steady state.

As an example of these simulations, we emphasize here that the steady state in some points of the channel of the device is far from being shifted Maxwellian distribution showing purely kinetic characteristics. Fig. 1 shows the distribution function in Cartesian coordinates for valleys \( \Gamma \) and \( L \) with 0.75 V applied bias at room temperature 300 K at point \( z = 0.399667 \mu m \) after \( t = 3 \text{ ps} \). Comparing Si results to GaAs results, the asymmetry in the distribution function is more relevant in GaAs for the \( \Gamma \)-valley distribution than in Si. Discrete points of the simulations were simply joined by lines.

![Fig. 1. GaAs device. Left: \( \Gamma \)-valley distribution. Right: \( L \)-valley distribution. Both in Cartesian coordinates at point \( z = 0.399667 \mu m \) at time \( t = 3 \text{ ps} \) with 0.75 V applied bias at room temperature 300 K.](image)

This scheme has been adapted to bipolar p-n junctions [GCG1, GCG2]. Here, we deal again with a system of two kinetic equations for holes and electrons coupled through the Poisson equation but also we have new terms due to recombination and generation of electron-hole pairs.

Let us finally mention that improvements in the WENO methods in order to reduce its computational cost have been explored by improving the time discretization [AS05], by adapting better the energy discretization [ARS05] and by imposing different uniform discretizations in different parts of the domain [GCG2, AS05-2].
3 2D deterministic device simulations

The change of variables and the dimensionless process used in 1D can be extended to the 2D case. The Boltzmann equation (see [CGMS03-3]) is written, in terms of the new unknown $\Phi$, as

$$\frac{\partial \Phi}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x}(a_1 \Phi) + \frac{\partial}{\partial y}(a_2 \Phi) + \frac{\partial}{\partial \omega}(a_3 \Phi) + \frac{\partial}{\partial \mu}(a_4 \Phi) + \frac{\partial}{\partial \phi}(a_5 \Phi) = Q(\Phi),$$

where the flux functions $a_i$ are given by

$$a_1(\omega) = \frac{1}{t_\star} \frac{\mu s(\omega)}{(1 + 2a_\omega \omega)^2};$$

$$a_2(\omega, \mu, \phi) = \frac{1}{t_\star} \frac{\sqrt{1 - \mu^2} s(\omega) \cos \phi}{(1 + 2a_\omega \omega)^2};$$

$$a_3(t, x, y, \omega, \mu, \phi) = -\frac{1}{t_\star} \frac{2s(\omega)}{(1 + 2a_\omega \omega)^2} \left[ E_x(t, x, y) \mu + E_y(t, x, y) \sqrt{1 - \mu^2} \cos \phi \right];$$

$$a_4(t, x, y, \omega, \mu, \phi) = -\frac{1}{t_\star} \frac{1 + 2a_\omega \omega}{s(\omega)} \sqrt{1 - \mu^2} \left[ E_x(t, x, y) \sqrt{1 - \mu^2} \right]$$

$$a_5(t, x, y, \omega, \mu, \phi) = \frac{E_y(t, x, y)}{t_\star} \frac{\sin \phi}{\sqrt{1 - \mu^2}} \frac{1 + 2a_\omega \omega}{s(\omega)};$$

Here, $t$ appears with dimensions in contrast to previous section, from which the factor $t_\star$ appears in the flux coefficients. We remove the subindex $A$ since we consider the Si case for simplicity. For GaAs, the differences, as in 1D case, are the presence of other scattering mechanisms and two relevant valleys, consequently two Boltzmann equations have to be considered. Therefore, 2D case for GaAs can also be done without further problems. In 2D case the unknown $\Phi$ depends on $t$ (time), $x$, $y$ (space variables), $\omega$ (dimensionless energy), $\mu$ (cosine of the angle with respect to the $x$-axis) and $\phi$ (azimuthal angle).

Results of 2D case were presented in [CGMS03-3] for MESFET devices and in [MCM05] considering a parallelization of the numerical code. This deterministic solver was improved in [CGMS06] clarifying the implementation of the boundary conditions and the nature of boundary singularities in the electric field. The improved scheme was tested with a stochastic DSMC solver. We summarize here both issues, see [CGMS06] for details.

3.1 Boundary conditions

We consider semiconductor devices whose boundaries can be separated in four kinds of regions: gates, contact areas, insulated areas and contact boundary
between the semiconducting and the oxide regions (the last one for the MOSFET case only).

The boundary conditions associated to the electrostatic potential, (i.e. solutions of the Poisson equation (3)-(4)) are: prescribed potential (Dirichlet type conditions) at the source, drain, and gate contacts, and insulating (homogeneous Neumann conditions) on the remainder of the boundary.

The boundary conditions imposed to the numerical probability density function (pdf) approximating the solution of the BTE are as follows:

- **Source and drain contacts**: numerical boundary conditions must approximate neutral charges. Here we employ a buffer layer of ghost points outside both the device contact source and drain areas and use conditions (2.1) from [CGMS06].

Under the assumption that highly doped regions \( n^+(x,y) \) are slowly varying (i.e. of very small total variation norm), the corresponding small Debye length asymptotics yield neutral charges away from the endpoints of the contact boundary regions. Consequently, the total density \( \rho \) (zero order moment) and its variation takes asymptotically, in Debye length, the values of \( n^+(x,y) \) away from the contact endpoints. This is the well-known limit for drift-diffusion systems [MRS90], and we observe that this is also the case for the kinetic problem, provided the kinetic solution satisfies approximately neutral charge conditions at these contact boundaries.

- **Gate contacts**: the numerical boundary condition yields an estimated incoming mean velocity which represents a transversal electric field effect due to the gate contacts. These conditions, given in (2.3) from [CGMS06], or (2.4) for its integrated form, are of Robin (or mixed) type, which are the natural conditions for a simulation of a gate contact in an oxide region. This form of boundary conditions follows from classical asymptotics corresponding to thin shell elliptic and parabolic type problems with Dirichlet data in the thin outer shell domain and a core larger-scale domain, where classical transmission conditions link the force fields corresponding to both domains which combine into a Robin (mixed-type condition (2.8) from [CGMS06]). The two dimensional asymptotic boundary condition for the Poisson system linking the oxide and semiconductor region yielding a Robin type condition was rigorously studied in [Ga93-1, Ga93-2]

- **Insulating walls or contact boundary between the semiconducting and the oxide regions**: In both of these cases we impose classical elastic specular boundary reflection conditions for numerical probability density function as in (2.10) from [CGMS06].

### 3.2 Appearance of singularities

It is well-known that solutions of the Poisson equation develop singularities in a bounded domain, with a Lipschitz boundary and a boundary condition that changes type from Dirichlet to homogeneous Neumann or Robin type data
on both sides of a conical wedge, with an angle $0 \leq \theta \leq 2\pi$, whose vertex is at the point of data discontinuity. The solution will develop a singularity at the vertex point depending on the angle $\theta$. Indeed, for an elliptic problem in a domain with data-type change, the solution remains bounded with a radial behavior of a power less than one if $\pi/2 \leq \theta \leq 2\pi$. Its gradient then becomes singular (see for instance Grisvard [Gr85] for a survey on boundary value problems of elliptic PDE's in a non-convex domain, and Gamba [Ga90], [Ga93-1] for a rigorous study of a drift-diffusion Poisson system in a MOSFET type geometry). Therefore, in particular, the electric potential presents singularities and consequently singularities appear, also, in the electric field. Regardless, the deterministic solver presented is high order accurate. Consequently, elliptic and parabolic descriptions of the density flow at the drift-diffusion level remain with the same singular boundary behavior, even though mobilities functions are saturated quantities; that is, they are bounded functions of the magnitude of the electric field [Ga93-2]. In fact, these conditions have been used for two dimensional drift-diffusion simulations of MESFET devices and this singular boundary behavior was obtained [CC95].

We stress that our calculations resolve this singular boundary behavior as shown in Fig. 4 at the boundary points corresponding to the junction of the doping profile abrupt changing in variation to the oxide regions and gate contacts.

In view of this boundary asymptotic behavior at the macroscopic level and the numerical results we obtain for the deterministic solutions of the BTE-Poisson system and its moments, we conjecture in [CGMS06] that the moments of the particle distribution function $f(t,\mathbf{x},\mathbf{k})$ have the same spatial asymptotic behavior as the density solution of the drift-diffusion problem at the boundary points with a discontinuity in the data. In other words, the collision mechanism preserves the spatial regularity of the pdf as though its zeroth moment would satisfy the drift-diffusion equations, even though the numerical evidence indicates that the average of the pdf (i.e. density) will not evolve according to such a simple macroscopic model.

### 3.3 2D Simulation Example: Double gate MOSFETs

The WENO-BTE solver is, again, a fifth order finite difference WENO scheme coupled with a third order TVD Runge-Kutta time discretization to solve (12) as that used in [CGMS06].

The Poisson equation (3) for the potential $V$ and the electric field (4) are solved by the standard central difference scheme, with the given $V_{bias}$ boundary conditions at the source, drain and gate.

A realistic device used by electronic engineers for which the scheme presented above can be applied is double-gate (DG) MOSFET. We show simulations for a DG-MOSFET where its structure is described in Fig. 2: two bands of oxide of thickness $2\,nm$ sandwich a band of Si of $24\,nm$ where electrons
transit. Two gates (top and bottom) with 50\,nm of length are considered at 50\,nm of the source.

![Diagram of a double gate MOSFET](image)

**Fig. 2.** Schematic representation of a double gate MOSFET

The voltage gate is 1.06\,V for both, while the drain applied bias is 1.6\,V. A "V"-shaped doping profile as in [BSF03] was taken into account: doping concentration in the center of the channel is $10^{15}\,cm^{-3}$, while in the edges of the channel is $5 \times 10^{18}\,cm^{-3}$, see Fig. 3. The acceptors concentration is $10^{19}\,cm^{-3}$.

Boundary conditions were described in Section 3.1. Due to the symmetry of the device in the $y$-component, the device can be simulated for $y > 0$ only and the results for the other part of the device can be obtained by symmetry. Electron transport only happens in the semiconductor Si part of the device, therefore the BTE is only solved in this area, while Poisson equation is solved in the whole device to take into account the presence of the gates.

![Doping profile diagram](image)

**Fig. 3.** Doping profile of the double gate MOSFET

As usual the BTE is simulated until the hydrodynamical quantities stabilize on time. In this sense, we consider that numerically the steady state has been achieved. In Fig. 4 we show the density, potential and energy of this stationary state. We observe two regions of the device with a high concentration
of electrons close to the gates. Electron are accelerated by the gate voltages and thus, the energy achieves its maximum value around the end of the gates, at 100 nm of the source.

Fig. 4. Double-gate MOSFET device. Top left: the charge density $\rho$ (cm$^{-3}$); top right: the electric potential $V$; bottom: the energy $E$ (eV). Units in $x$ and $y$ are nm.

4 The Multigroup-WENO Model Equations

This numerical technique consists of imposing an ansatz for the solution in the momentum variables: energy and angles, while keeping the dependence on time and position through the expansion coefficients. Ideas of multi-group techniques are not far from the general series expansion methods analyzed in [R00]. In a first step, assuming that the distribution function depends only on $k$ through the coordinates $w \in [0, w_{\text{max}}]$, $\mu \in [-1, 1]$, we discretize them via

$$w_{i+1/2} = i\Delta w, \quad i = 0, 1, \ldots, N, \quad \Delta w = w_{\text{max}} / N,$$

$$\mu_{j+1/2} = -1 + j\Delta \mu, \quad j = 0, 1, \ldots, M, \quad \Delta \mu = 2 / M,$$

with two suitably chosen integers $N$ and $M$. Here, $w_{\text{max}}$ is a maximum value for the dimensionless energy, related to the physically studied process, for which we have to check that $\Phi(t, x, w_{\text{max}}, \mu)$ is negligible for all $t$, $x$ and $\mu$. 
In the case of a unique valley, the unknown function $\Phi$ is approximated by
the finite sum

$$
\Phi(t, x, w, \mu) \approx \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{M} n_{ij}(t, x) \lambda_{w_i}(w) \lambda_{\mu_j}(\mu)
$$

(13)

containing $N \times M$ coefficients $n_{ij}(t, x)$ and where the functions $\lambda_{w_i}(w)$ and
$\lambda_{\mu_j}(\mu)$ can be chosen in different ways. The first possibility is to assume that
$\lambda_{w_i}(w) = \delta(w_i - w)$ and $\lambda_{\mu_j}(\mu) = \delta(\mu_j - \mu)$, where $\delta$ is the Dirac
distribution. Alternatively, they can be defined by

$$
\lambda_{w_i}(w) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{\Delta w} & \text{if } w \in [w_{i-1/2}, w_{i+1/2}], \\
0, & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}
$$

(14)

and the other function analogously. Recently, a modified approximation for
the distribution function is proposed, introducing a weight function $p(w)$, such that

$$
\Phi(t, x, w, \mu) \approx p(w) \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{M} n_{ij}(t, x) \lambda_{w_i}(w) \lambda_{\mu_j}(\mu),
$$

(15)

where the function $\lambda$ can be defined as above. The main advantage of introducing
the function $p$ is in taking into account the singularities or the shape of
$\Phi$. In [GM06], $p(w) = s(w)$ was assumed; so, apart from a constant factor $\Phi/s$
is the original distribution function $f$ and the singularity at $w = 0$ is removed.
The evolution equations for the coefficients $n_{ij}$ are constructed as suggested
by the method of weighted residuals. The ansatz (13) or (15) is inserted into
the dimensionless Boltzmann equation and the result is integrated over the
cells

$$
\mathcal{Z}_{ij} = [w_{i-1/2}, w_{i+1/2}] \times [\mu_{j-1/2}, \mu_{j+1/2}].
$$

This procedure yields a set of $N \times M$ partial differential equations for the $n_{ij}$.
Therefore, WENO routines are used to obtain accurate numerical solutions.
The flux through the cells $\mathcal{Z}_{ij}$, corresponding to the integration of the terms of
the free streaming operator containing the partial derivatives with respect to
the variables $w$ and $\mu$, is treated by using a simple formula based on the Min-Mod
slope limiter. Details of the full general procedure are given in [Ga05, GM06].

This approach for solving the transport equation has some advantages and
disadvantages with respect to the full WENO scheme. The multigroup-WENO
 technique (MW) is simple to use also in the case of not uniform grid in the
$(w, \mu)$ space and the function $p(w)$ may be related to physical expectations
(for instance, shape or tail of $\Phi$). Moreover, it is requires less CPU time, due
to the easy treatment of the force term in the Boltzmann equation. The main
disadvantage is the loss of the accuracy in the approximation of the force
term. Although the order of error is comparable with those coming from the
approximation of the collision operator, the presence of strong electric field
enlarges the numerical error. This can be meaningful, as the moments of the
distribution functions are evaluated. In order to show this, we have solved

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|}
\hline
9.6 \times 10^6 & \text{MW} \\
9.5 \times 10^6 & \text{WENO} \\
9.4 \times 10^6 & \text{WENO} \\
9.3 \times 10^6 & \text{WENO} \\
9.2 \times 10^6 & \text{WENO} \\
9.1 \times 10^6 & \text{WENO} \\
9 \times 10^6 & \text{WENO} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|}
\hline
0 & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 \\
\hline
0.142 & \text{MW} \\
0.1415 & \text{WENO} \\
0.141 & \text{WENO} \\
0.1405 & \text{WENO} \\
0.14 & \text{WENO} \\
0.139 & \text{WENO} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

**Fig. 5.** Left: The velocity in cm/s. Right: The energy in eV.

the simple typical problem of the homogeneous charge transport in a bulk
silicon device having a constant doping profile and a constant applied electric
field. We use the full WENO scheme and the multigroup model based on
Equation (15). The main thermodynamical quantities are the velocity and
the energy. In left Fig. 5 we show the electron mean velocity for different grid
sizes. The index \( i \) of x-axis corresponds to the values of the integer \( N \) and \( M \)
\((w_{\text{max}} \text{ is not changed})\) according to the following rule

\[
N = 20 + i \times 20 \quad M = 8 + i \times 4 \quad (i = 1, 2, ..., 6).
\]

Right Fig. 5 shows mean energy results. The value of the electric field is 30
KV/cm.

It is evident the better accuracy of the WENO scheme than the MW
method. So, if we require high accurate solutions, then WENO approach is
preferable, since it needs fewer grid points than the other. We do not have the
saving of CPU time of the multigroup technique, because we must increase the
number of grid points. When we use a coarse grid, both results are reasonable.
In this test we have used a moderate electric field; if we increase its value,
then the differences are more emphasized.

5 Conclusions and future developments

The works developed during the last 5 years devoted to WENO methods
conclude that they lead to high-order accurate solutions of the BTE for dif-
fferent materials and geometries. They actually represent benchmarks for hy-
drodynamic or drift-diffusion solvers that can be tested against them fairly.
However, they present a significant computational cost that can be reduced
by computer techniques: parallelization and dynamic memory, or by tuning
different numerical aspects: time discretization, energy discretization, multi-
level/multi-grid methods, multi-resolution approaches, ... Some of them have
already been recently tackled. We think multi-resolution approaches could
lead to a tremendous reduction in computational time and multi-grid meth-
ods will ease the restriction to uniform grids. Summarizing WENO-based
methods present two main disadvantages: a large computational cost mainly
due to the CFL condition and the need of working with uniform (or smooth)
spatial grids.

The search of new deterministic numerical methods for the BTE should
continue keeping in mind the mentioned limitations of WENO-based methods.
Methods allowing to take larger advection steps avoiding CFL conditions while
keeping good accuracy will be surely a good alternative to WENO methods.
Semi-Lagrangian methods coupled to splitting techniques used for a long time
in the simulation of Vlasov-type systems in plasma physics could be a good
alternative [CV06].

On the other hand, to use non-structured grids is important in 2D real
device simulation since the transport of electrons usually happens in narrow areas inside the device. Local discontinuous Galerkin methods are an alternate numerical technique in this direction. Recent developments in numerical and analytical studies for these type of solvers and simulations have been performed in [GP06].
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>electron mass</td>
<td>$9.1095 \cdot 10^{-27} Kg$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m^*_e$</td>
<td>effective electron mass in Si</td>
<td>0.32 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m^*_i$</td>
<td>effective electron mass in the $I$-valley (GaAs)</td>
<td>0.067 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m^*_l$</td>
<td>effective electron mass in the $L$-valley (GaAs)</td>
<td>0.35 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_0$</td>
<td>density lattice (Si)</td>
<td>$2330 Kg/m^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>density lattice (GaAs)</td>
<td>$5300 Kg/m^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_s$</td>
<td>longitudinal sound speed (Si)</td>
<td>9040 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>longitudinal sound speed (GaAs)</td>
<td>5240 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>non parabolicity factor in Si</td>
<td>$0.5 eV^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_i$</td>
<td>non parabolicity factor in the $I$-valley (GaAs)</td>
<td>$0.611 eV^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_l$</td>
<td>non parabolicity factor in the $L$-valley (GaAs)</td>
<td>$0.242 eV^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_r$</td>
<td>relative dielectric constant (Si)</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relative dielectric constant (GaAs)</td>
<td>12.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_{\infty}$</td>
<td>relative dielectric constant at optical frequency (GaAs)</td>
<td>10.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_0$</td>
<td>vacuum dielectric constant</td>
<td>$8.85419 \cdot 10^{-12} F/m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Sigma_d$</td>
<td>acoustic-phonon deformation potential (Si)</td>
<td>9 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>acoustic-phonon deformation potential (GaAs)</td>
<td>7 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_iK$</td>
<td>non-polar optical phonon deformation potential (Si)</td>
<td>$11.4 \cdot 10^{10} eV/m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>non-polar optical phonon deformation potential (GaAs)</td>
<td>$10^{11} eV/m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hbar\omega_{np}$</td>
<td>non-polar optical phonon energy (Si)</td>
<td>0.065 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>non-polar optical phonon energy (GaAs)</td>
<td>0.032 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hbar\omega_p$</td>
<td>polar optical phonon energy (GaAs)</td>
<td>0.032 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_{0I}$</td>
<td>$I$-valley bottom energy (GaAs)</td>
<td>0 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_{0L}$</td>
<td>$L$-valley bottom energy (GaAs)</td>
<td>0.32 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{IT}$</td>
<td>degeneracy from $I$ to $L$ valleys (GaAs)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{IL}$</td>
<td>degeneracy from $L$ to $I$ valley (GaAs)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{LL}$</td>
<td>degeneracy from $L$ to $L$ valleys (GaAs)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_i$</td>
<td>intrinsic concentration (GaAs)</td>
<td>$1.79 \cdot 10^{10} cm^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_f$</td>
<td>impurity concentration (GaAs)</td>
<td>$10^{14} cm^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Ze = e$</td>
<td>elementary charge</td>
<td>$1.6021 \cdot 10^{-19} C$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Parameters for Si and GaAs.